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Structural Identifiability Analysis via Symmetries of
Differential Equations ?
JamesW.T. Yates a, Neil D. Evans b, Michael J. Chappell b
aAstraZeneca, Alderley Park, Cheshire, U.K.
bSchool of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry, U.K.
Abstract
Results and derivations are presented for the generation of a local Lie algebra that represents the ‘symmetries’ of a set of
coupled differential equations. The subalgebra preserving the observation defined on the model structure is found, thus giving
all transformations of the system that preserve its structure. It is shown that this is equivalent to the similarity transformation
approach [1] for structural identifiability analysis and as such is a method of generating such transformations for this approach.
This provides another method for performing structural identifiability analysis on nonlinear state-space models that has the
possibility of extension to PDE type models. The analysis is easily automated and performed in Mathematica, and this is
demonstrated by application of the technique to a number of practical examples from the literature.
Key words: Differential Equations; Parameter Estimation; Structural Identifiability.
1 Introduction
A number of investigations have been made into the ap-
plication of differential geometry to structural identifia-
bility analysis [2][3][4]. The analysis is particularly use-
ful in the applied mathematics arena, for example in
engineering and biomedical applications where param-
eter estimation using nonlinear models is the ultimate
goal. A particular method that has been shown to be
useful for analysing autonomous nonlinear differential
equations in recent papers has been an approach based
on the existence of a similarity transformation [1]. The
general nonlinear method for autonomous systems re-
quires the calculation of a basis of the space spanned by
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the derivatives of the observation function. These deriva-
tives are induced by the vector field defined by the dif-
ferential equations. This basis is then used to produce a
transformation on the state space that preserves the out-
put behaviour of the model. However, calculation of this
basis can become computationally difficult, even with
modern symbolic computation packages such as Math-
ematica [5] and Maple [6].
The definition of structural identifiability is by its na-
ture an equivalency relation and so suggests a general-
isation of symmetries of functions. Fundamentally, the
similarity transformation based method looks for prop-
erty preserving maps on the model structure. The prop-
erty to be preserved is the observed behaviour of the
model. In this paper it is demonstrated how a transfor-
mation can be generated that is a perturbation of the
augmented state-space/parameter-space representation
that preserves these properties.
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A Lie group approach is demonstrated that potentially
may be extended to the case of systems of partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs). This generalisation may be
possible because Lie symmetries of such systems are well
defined. Structural identifiability of PDEs is a problem
that has not been approached to date. The proposed
method is also computable symbolically and is algorith-
mic in a way that is applicable to a large class of mod-
els. It also provides an alternative method for nonlinear
models that prove intractable for other analyses.
In Section 2 background theory on structural identi-
fiability analysis will be discussed. In Section 3 a Lie
group approach to structural identifiability analysis is
presented that allows nonlinear models to be analysed.
The approach is then applied to three examples from the
literature in Section 4. Conclusions and discussion of the
method and the class of models that can be analysed are
discussed in Section 5.
2 Structural Identifiability of Nonlinear Au-
tonomous Systems
Consider a system of the form:
x˙(t,p) = f(x(t,p),p), (1)
x(0,p) = x0(p), (2)
y(t,p) = h(x(t,p),p), (3)
where x(t,p) ∈ Rn is the state of the system and p ∈ Ω
(an open subset of Rq) is a constant parameter vector.
It is assumed that both f(·, ·) and h(·, ·) are smooth ra-
tional functions in both of their arguments. Define M
to be the largest connected open subset of Rn such that
both f(·,p) and h(·,p) are defined on M for all p ∈ Ω.
Let τ(p) be the supremum of the set of all τ > 0 such
that x(t,p) ∈M for all t ∈ [0, τ). The output, or obser-
vation, of the system is y(t,p) ∈ Rr and it is assumed
that the initial condition x0(·) is a well-defined rational
function of p.
Definition 1 Parameter vectors p, p˜ ∈ Ω are said to
be local-time indistinguishable, written p ∼ p˜, if there
exists a τ > 0 such that y(t,p) = y(t, p˜) for all t ∈ [0, τ).
Using this we can define the following [1]:
Definition 2 A system of the form (1)-(3) is said to be
globally identifiable at p ∈ Ω if p˜ ∈ Ω and p ∼ p˜ imply
that p = p˜. If this is true only on some neighbourhood of
p then the model is locally identifiable at p ∈ Ω.
Definition 3 If (1)-(3) is globally (locally) identifiable
at p for all p ∈ Ω, except for a closed subset of Lebesgue
measure zero, then it is said to be structurally globally
(locally) identifiable. The model is said to be unidentifi-
able if it is not structurally globally or locally identifiable.
2.1 The Similarity Transformation Approach (STA)
In [1] it was shown how a smooth mapping from a neigh-
bourhood of the initial state to the state-space can be
constructed that preserves the observation of the sys-
tem. The important points in that paper are reproduced
here for a comparison with the Lie algebra formulation
proposed in this paper.
Definition 4 Lie Derivative: For h ∈ C∞(M(p)), the
Lie derivative of h along the vector field f is the smooth
function given by
Lfh(x) =
∂h
∂x
f(x). (4)
Definition 5 The Observability Rank Condition
(ORC). Let fp(·) = f(·,p) and for 1 ≤ l ≤ r, de-
fine the coordinate function hpl (·) = hl(·,p). A system
of the form (1)-(3) is said to satisfy the Observability
Rank Condition at x0(p) if there exist smooth functions
µ1, . . . , µn such that: for each p˜ ∈ Ω, µi(·, p˜) is of the
form Lmf p˜h
p˜
l (·), for m ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ l ≤ r (both m and
l are dependent upon i), and the Jacobian matrix with
respect to x, evaluated at (x0(p),p), of the function
H : (x,p) −→ (µ1(x,p), . . . , µn(x,p))> (5)
is nonsingular. Denote by Hp the vector field H(·,p).
The above constructions lead to the following general
result:
Theorem 2.1 For p ∈ Ω, let µ1, . . . , µn be smooth func-
tions for which (1)-(3) satisfies the ORC at x0(p) and
H be the corresponding function defined in (5). If p˜ ∈ Ω,
then p ∼ p˜ if and only if there exists a neighbourhood Vp˜
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of x0(p˜), a τ > 0 and a C∞ map λ : Vp˜ −→M(p) such
that
Hp(λ(x)) = Hp˜(x) (6)
for all x ∈ Vp˜, and
λ(x0(p˜)) = x0(p), (7)
f(λ(x(t, p˜)),p) =
∂λ
∂x
(x(t, p˜))f(x(t, p˜), p˜), (8)
h(λ(x(t, p˜)),p) = h(x(t, p˜), p˜), (9)
for all t ∈ [0, τ), where x(t, p˜) is the solution of the system
(1)-(3) for the parameter vector p˜.
3 Structural Identifiability in the Context of Lie
Algebras
An important precursor to symmetries that leave the
output structure invariant is the Lie Algebra of infinites-
imal perturbations that maps the trajectories defined by
the solution of a set of differential equations (1) onto
themselves. This will be defined in terms of maps on the
state space and derivatives which are constrained to map
to another solution of the differential equations.
We omit the general theory of Lie algebras and groups,
but texts such as [7] and [8] give detailed background on
these algebraic structures. In essence, a Lie Group is a
group with a well-defined action on a smooth manifold.
The Lie Algebra associated with this Lie group is defined
at a point on the manifold and represents the action in a
small neighbourhood of this point. It will be shown that
these local perturbations allow the description of how
trajectories of the solutions to differential equations can
be continuously mapped onto each other.
3.1 Jet Spaces
The solutions of differential equations can be consid-
ered from a differential geometric perspective. Concep-
tually, a Jet Space is a finite dimensional state-space
that records the state of the system and the state deriva-
tives with respect to time (and space in the case of par-
tial differential equations). The evolution with time of a
solution to (1) is thus a trajectory in this state-space.
Let us consider specifically the case of (1). The solution
is a function
X : T × Ω 7−→ Rn (10)
from the time domain T (an interval inR) and parameter
space Ω to the state-space. This function satisfies the
following initial value problem
X˙ − f(X(t,p),p) = 0, (11)
X(0,p) = x0(p). (12)
This solution can be associated with a graph of the tra-
jectory as follows
ΓX = {(t,X(t,p))|t ∈ T}. (13)
We can extend (prolong) these maps, spaces and graphs
to the Jet Space (below) by extending their definitions
to incorporate derivatives with respect to time. This is in
order to investigate the concept of symmetry of a system
of differential equations by defining them algebraically.
Definition 6 Jet Space: Let the Jet Space J (m)Rn be the
manifold defined by
J
(m)
Rn = T ⊕M ⊕ U (1) ⊕ . . .⊕ U (m) (14)
where U (i) ⊂ Rn is the target of the ith derivative with
respect to time of the function (10).
Thus the Jet Space contains the derivatives with respect
to time up to and including the mth derivative. The
solution (10) can thus be prolonged to yield a function
pr(m)X : T × Ω 7−→ J (m)Rn (15)
by the definition
pr(m)X(t,p) =
(
t,X(t,p), X˙(t,p), . . . , X(m)(t,p)
)
.
(16)
It is worth making some remarks at this point:
(I) J (m)Rn ⊂ J (m+1)Rn by natural projection.
(II) The points of the mth Jet Space can be associated
with an equivalence relation on the space of func-
tions Cm whereby two functions are equivalent if
their derivatives up to the mth derivative agree at
some t0 ∈ T .
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(III) pr(1)X(t,p) is a solution of (11) for every t in the
domain of definition of (10) as an algebraic equation
on J (1)Rn .
3.2 Solutions of Differential Equations and their Sym-
metries
Given the definition of a Jet-Space on a manifold, the
system (1)-(3) of differential equations can be associated
with polynomial functions of the co-ordinates of the as-
sociated Jet Space. Define the algebraic system ∆ to be
the set of polynomial functions that are derived from
(11). A variety in any J (n)Rn may be thus defined as
ξ∆ =
{
(t, x(m))|∆(t, x(m)) = 0
}
. (17)
where (t, x(m)) ∈ J (m)Rn . The solutions of the differential
equations are thus defined by trajectories on this variety,
i.e.
Γ(m)X = {(t, pr(m)X(t,p))|t ∈ T}. (18)
We examine symmetries of these trajectories in the va-
riety ξ∆. To do so we must define how to prolong the
action of a group on J (0)Rn to J
(m)
Rn . Consider a group G
which has a well-defined action on J (0)Rn . To have a well-
defined action on higher order Jet Spaces it is necessary
that the coordinates representing the derivatives of a
function map to derivatives of another function. Let
g.(t, x) = (gt(t, x), gx(t, x)) = (t˜, x˜) (19)
then
g.X = [gx ◦ (I ×X)] ◦ [gt ◦ (I ×X)]−1 (20)
where
(I ×X)(t) = (t,X(t)). (21)
The prolongation of the group action may then be de-
fined by
pr(m)g.
(
t0, x
(m)
0
)
= (t˜0, x˜
(m)
0 ) =
(
t˜0, pr
(m) (g.X) (t˜0)
)
(22)
With these actions well defined, symmetries of systems
of differential equations may now be defined.
Definition 7 Symmetries of systems of differential
equations [7]. Let S be a system of differential equations
(1). A symmetry group of the system S is a local group
of transformations G acting on an open subset M ⊂ J (0)Rn
such that whenever x = X(t,p) is a solution of S and
whenever g.X is defined for g ∈ G, then z = g.X is a
solution of S. By solution we mean a smooth solution on
any subdomain of J (0)Rn .
Theorem 3.1 Equivalence theorem for symmetries of
systems of differential equations (adapted from [7]). Let
T ⊕M = M ⊂ J (0)Rn and M (m) ⊂ J (m)Rn be the domain
of definition J (m)Rn . Suppose ∆(t, x
(m)) = 0 is an mth or-
der system of differential equations defined on M, with
a corresponding variety ξ∆ ⊂M (m). Suppose that G is a
group of local transformations acting on M whose pro-
longation leaves ξ∆ invariant. Then G is a symmetry
group of the system of differential equations in the sense
of Definition 7.
3.3 Constructing a Similarity Transformation using
Lie Symmetries
The above theorem gives sufficient conditions for con-
structing a similarity map λ which satisfies (6-9). The
form of this map would then show whether the system
(1)-(3) is locally identifiable at p. Theorem 3.1 states
that if the prolongation of a group action leaves the vari-
ety defined by the differential equations invariant, then
the group action on J (0)Rn is such that trajectories of solu-
tions (locally) map to the trajectory of another solution.
If the map leaves the observation on the state space and
the initial conditions invariant, then we have a set of
symmetries that (conceptually) maps an arbitrary sys-
tem to another system with the same output. It will be
shown that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are equivalent
to having a group action that is a local symmetry group
of the system of differential equations (1), such that it
has a nontrivial subgroup leaving the observation invari-
ant and the initial condition as a fixed point. We are in-
terested in the set of output indistinguishable parameter
vectors, and so we must incorporate the parameterisa-
tion explicitly into the system of differential equations.
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3.4 The Augmented State-Space Representation
Consider the system (1)-(3). In order to use Lie alge-
bras to move between time-indistinguishable parameter
vectors it is necessary to produce an augmented system,
given by
z(t) =
x(t,p)
p
 (23)
z˙(t) = fA(z(t)) (24)
y(t) = hA(z(t)) (25)
z(0) = z0 (26)
where
fA(z) =
f(x,p)
0
 (27)
hA(z) = h(x,p) (28)
z0 =
x0(p)
p
 (29)
The approach is similar to that found in [9]. This aug-
mented state-space representation has a manifold Z ⊆
M×Ω on which it is well defined and so Lie algebras may
be derived that map this augmentation of the state and
parameter spaces onto itself. This augmented space for-
mulation is similar to the approach taken in [10] where
structural identifiability is shown to be equivalent to the
observability of the augmented system. However, here
we search for Lie symmetries in order to make use of this
computationally much simpler approach.
We search for a mapping λ such that
λ(z˜0) = z0 (30)
fA(λ(z˜(t)) =
∂λ
∂z
(z˜)fA(z(t)) (31)
hA(λ(z˜(t)) = hA(z(t)) (32)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , with τ as before. The condition (31)
is implicit to the definition of a well defined Lie Group
action on a solution of a system of differential equations.
The conditions (30) and (32) define a subgroup of such
an action.
3.5 Jet and Observed Jet Spaces
The Lie algebra symmetries detailed above yield trans-
formations that leave the augmented Jet Space invari-
ant. From a structural identifiability perspective we are
interested in the set of transformations that leaves the
observation invariant. Therefore it is necessary to define
the manifold containing all possible observation trajec-
tories O and its prolongation O(l). An injection (in the
case of the ORC) will be induced betweenM and O by
means of hA,
J (0)
h˜A−−−−→ O(0)
pr(m)
y ypr(m)
J (m)
h˜mA−−−−→ O(m)
where
h˜A(t, z) = (t,hA(z)) (33)
and h˜mA is the associated prolongation.
This in turn will induce an action of the Lie algebra on
the observation trajectories
g.y = hA(g.z) for y = hA(z). (34)
Thus the prolonged action on the observation is defined
in terms of equations (20) and (22).
The induced prolonged observation h˜A is easy to visu-
alise for the first prolongation:
h˜1A(t, z,p, z˙) =
(
t,hA(z),
dhA
dz
(z)z˙
)>
(35)
Thus, assuming the system specification is polynomial,
the induced observation is a vector function that is poly-
nomial in its arguments. Local identifiability will result
if the induced action on the observation manifold of all
non-trivial Lie symmetries is the identity. This will be
proved formally in the next section.
3.6 Equivalent Similarity Transformation on the Aug-
mented State-Space
It will now be proven that the existence of a non-trivial
local Lie action on the manifoldM whose induced action
on the observation manifold is trivial is equivalent to
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the existence of a non-identity similarity transformation
(by showing both are equivalent to the system being
unidentifiable).
Theorem 3.2 The existence of a non-trivial local Lie
action on the manifold M whose induced action on the
observation manifold is trivial is equivalent to the exis-
tence of a non-identity similarity transformation of the
form given in Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 3.1 The existence of a trivial induced action
of the Lie symmetries on the observation manifold is
necessary and sufficient for unidentifiability. If such a
trivial action does not exist then the system is structurally
locally identifiable.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires the following:
Lemma 3.1 The set of points E∞z0 in the augmented
state-space that have indistinguishable output form an
algebraic variety.
Proof: Define the set
Elz0 =
{
z˜0 ∈ Z|h˜lA(0, z˜0) = h˜lA(0, z0)
}
. (36)
It is clear that this is a variety as it is defined by a finite
set of polynomials in z. These sets can be listed as a
descending chain [11]:
E0z0 ⊇ E1z0 ⊇ E2z0 ⊇ . . . (37)
and so
E∞z0 =
∞⋂
i=0
Eiz0 . (38)
If the Hilbert Basis Theorem is applied [11], there is a
natural number N such that
Ejz0 = E
N
z0 , for all j > N. (39)
Thus
E∞z0 =
N⋂
i=0
Eiz0 (40)
and so this is a variety. 2
Remark: The sets of augmented parameters that give
indistinguishable outputs form equivalence classes E∞z0 .
Lemma 3.2 A parameter p is locally identifiable if and
only if the dimension of the algebraic variety E∞z0 at z0 =
(x0(p),p)> is 0.
Proof: For sufficiency, if p is locally identifiable then
z0 = (x0(p),p)> is an isolated point of its output distin-
guishable variety E∞z0 . Thus the dimension at this point
is zero.
Necessity is proven by showing that unidentifiability im-
plies that z0 is not a degenerate point. Assume that p is
not identifiable and so for some neighbourhood Uz0 of z0
E∞z0
⋂
Uz0 ) {z0}. (41)
There are two possibilities for the intersection:
(a) The intersection is composed of a countable set of
isolated points. However, by Lemma 3.1 the intersection
in (41) is itself a variety . It follows that associated with
this intersection is an ideal of functions whose null set
is the intersection. However this ideal will contain poly-
nomials that disappear on a countably infinite set. This
is impossible ([11], Chapter 2, Theorem 5) and so (a) is
not possible.
(b) The intersection is composed of uncountably many
points, producing continuous sections of surfaces. This
intersection must be the union of the intersections of Uz0
with irreducible components of E∞z0 , which have dimen-
sion greater than or equal to one. This is true no mat-
ter how small the neighbourhood Uz0 is made. Thus z0
is a limit point of at least one of these irreducible com-
ponents and, because varieties are closed with respect
to the topology induced by the Euclidean metric, must
therefore be contained in one such component. There-
fore the dimension of E∞z0 at z0 is greater than or equal
to one. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.2 If a map exists that satisfies
Theorem 2.1 then it is of the form
λ : (x˜, p˜)> 7−→ (x,p)> (42)
for our augmented system by choosing a particular p
such that p ∼ p˜, and.
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λ(x˜, p˜) =
λ(p,p˜)(x˜)
p
 (43)
Fixing (x˜, p˜)> we can choose a variety E∞z0 using the
tangent space of the variety in which (x˜, p˜)> sits. Dif-
ferentiating in this direction will yield an infinitesimal
action, which is therefore a Lie symmetry.
Conversely, a trivial Lie action satisfies Theorem 2.1.2
Remark: We do not actually need the ORC in these
constructions, however models (1)-(3) that do not satisfy
the ORC will have Lie symmetries that leave the obser-
vations invariant by perturbing the unobservable com-
ponent of the model. Thus to avoid such cases a model
must be shown to satisfy the ORC before application of
the above Lie symmetry analysis.
4 Symbolic Computer Algebra Implementation
The Lie group/algebra approach to structural identifi-
ability may be implemented in Mathematica [5] rela-
tively easily using the Lie groups for differential equa-
tions package developed by Cantwell [12].
The package provides two functions for the calculation
of Lie symmetries. FindDeterminingEquations is a
function that takes the definition of the ODE model and
symbolically calculates a set of PDEs. The solutions of
these PDES are transformations that are symmetries
of the differential equations. The mathematical theory
behind this may be found in [7] and [12]. The function
SolveDeterminingEquations attempts to solve the
equations output by FindDeterminingEquations by
substituting in multivariate polynomials of the order
specified and solving for the polynomial coefficients by
using the built in function Solve.
The inputs to FindDeterminingEquations are:
• The independent variables independentvariables,
which is usually time for ODEs.
• The states of the model, dependentvariables.
• The differential equations, inputequations, written
in homogenous form.
• The definition of the first derivatives with respect to
the states, rulesarray.
• Any names of variables that need to be reserved,
frozennames. This is to avoid any state or parame-
ter names clashing with internal variables created by
FindDeterminingEquations.
• The order highest derivative in the model (in the case
of the models considered here is one and p=1).
• The highest derivative that the symmetry is depen-
dent upon (in this case r=0).
• xseon
• Define other substitution rules. Specifying internalrules=1
means that rules for up the the rth derivative of the
ODE equations will be generated.
The output is the set of Lie symmetries of the system
and further analysis is then applied to find those that
preserve the output of the system.
A model is specified with an augmented state space as
above. The parameters in the model are defined as states
with derivatives with respect to time set to zero. The
Cantwell package then outputs the infinitesimal map-
pings that preserve the differential equation structure.
These are given in polynomial form in terms of a number
of mapping parameters ai and bi. Though a polynomial
form is considered for computational convenience, arbi-
trary local symmetries can be thought to be represented
as a Taylor series expansion. These mappings are then
used to derive any nontrivial subset of mappings that
preserves the input-output structure and initial condi-
tions. The following examples illustrate this approach
and the interpretation of the results obtained.
4.1 Example 1
The following example is taken from [1]
x˙1 =−kx21 + x2 (44)
x˙2 =−2k2x31 + 2kx1x2 + x1 + 1 (45)
y1 = x1 (46)
x(0) = x0 (47)
with unknown parameter k and intitial condition x0.
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The Mathematica implementation is as follows (the
package output is suppressed). Firstly the differential
equations are defined:
Needs[‘‘SymmetryAnalysis’IntroToSymmetry’’’] ∗
inputequation1=‘‘D[x1[t],t]+k[t]*x1[t]^2-x2[t]’’
inputequation2=‘‘D[x2],t]+2*k[t]^2*x1[t]^3
-2*k[t]*x1[t]*x2[t]-x1[t]-1’’
inputequation3=‘‘D[k[t],t]’’
The associated substitution rules are also defined to aid
the symmetry package in manipulating the defining sym-
metry equations:
rulesarray={‘‘D[x1[t],t]->-k[t]*x1[t]^2+x2[t]’’,
‘‘D[x2[t],t]->-2*k[t]^2*x1[t]^3
+2*k[t]*x1[t]*x2[t]+x1[t]+1’’,
‘‘D[k[t],t]’’->0}
Next, independent and dependent variables are defined,
along with package variables that define the type of sym-
metries
independentvariables={‘‘t’’}
dependentvariables={‘‘x1’’,‘‘x2’’,‘‘x3’’}
frozennames={‘‘’’}
p=1
r=0
xseon=1
internalrules=1
The determining equations for the Lie symmetries are
derived for the three differential equations. These are
then combined to produce the equations that define sym-
metries of the whole system.
FindDeterminingEquations[independentvariables,
dependentvariables, frozenames,p,r,xseon,
inputequation1,rulesarray,internalrules]
zdeterminingequations1=zdeterminingequations;
...
FindDeterminingEquations[independentvariables,
∗ This statement loads the Lie groups pack-
age into the Mathematica kernel.
dependentvariables, frozenames,p,r,xseon,
inputequation3,rulesarray,internalrules]
zdeterminingequations3=zdeterminingequations;
zdeterminingequations=Join[
zdeterminingequations1,zdeterminingequations2,
zdeterminingequations3];
These determining equations may then be solved (up to
symmetries of polynomial order 2 in the case below) and
the symmetries displayed:
SolveDeterminingEquations[independentvariables,
dependentvariables,r,xseon,
zdeterminingequations,2];
xsefunctions
etafunctions
The symmetries of the differential equations are:
xse1=a10+a110*k+a114*k^2
eta1=-b310-b310*x1^2
eta2=b30*x1^2-b310*x2-2*b310*x1*k
eta3=b30+b310*k
where a10, a110, a114, b30 and b310 denote arbitrary
real numbers. These labels are produced by the sym-
metry package. The label xse1 represents perturbations
on the independent variable time, t. The labels eta1,
eta2 and eta3 represent perturbations on the state x =
(x1, x2, k).
Given that the similarity transformation must be time
invariant, preserve the output (x1) and the initial condi-
tions it is deduced that the only Lie symmetry allowable
is
xse1=0
eta1=0
eta2=b30*x1^2
eta3=b30
since this is the only arbitrary transformation that leaves
time and the observation unperturbed.
This represents the (infinitesimal) perturbation allow-
able on the system and so the similarity transformation
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may be written
x1 = x˜1 (48)
x2 = x˜2 + bx˜12 (49)
k= k˜ + b (50)
where b ≡b30 is a constant. The similarity transforma-
tion may be written:
λ(x˜) =
 x˜1
x˜2 + bx˜21
 . (51)
The resulting symmetry is not the identity and so by
Theorem 3.2 the system (44)-(47) is unidentifiable,
which is consistent with the findings of [1].
There follows a second example. The method is the same
as above and so only points in the Mathematica code
that diverge significantly from the above are included.
4.2 Example 2
This second example is of a nonlinear system of coupled
differential equations and is taken directly from [13]:
x˙1 = k1x2 (52)
x˙2 = k2x1x2 + k3x2 (53)
y1 = x2 (54)
x1(0) = 1 (55)
x2(0) = 1. (56)
The augmented definition is thus:
inputequation1=‘‘D[x1[t],t]-k1[t]*x2[t]’’
inputequation2=‘‘D[x2[t],t]-k2[t]*x1[t]*x2[t]
-k3[t]*x2[t]’’
inputequation3=‘‘D[k1[t],t]’’
inputequation4=‘‘D[k2[t],t]’’
inputequation5=‘‘D[k3[t],t]’’
with unknown parameter vector p = (k1, k2, k3)>.
The symmetry package deduces that symmetries of the
system up to first order polynomial form are:
xse1=a10-b56*t+a14*k1+a15*k2+a16*k3
eta1=-b55+(-b45+b56)*x1
eta2=-(b56*x2)
eta3=(-b45+3*b56)*k1
eta4=b45*k2
eta5=b55*k2+b56*k3
for arbitrary constants a10, a14, a15, a16, b45, b55 and
b56.
Given that the similarity transformation must be time
invariant, preserve the output (y) and the initial condi-
tions it is deduced that the only Lie symmetry allowable
is
xse1=0
eta1=-b55-b55*x1
eta2=0
eta3=(-b55)*k1
eta4=b55*k2
eta5=b55*k2
This is because b56= 0 to preserve the observation on x2
(eta2) and the pertubation on x1 (eta1) must be zero
at x1 = 1. This implies b45= −b55.
Similarly to the first example, the parameters in the
model were defined as the third, fourth and fifth state of
the augmented system i.e. x = (x1, x2, k1, k2, k3). The
infinitesimal (for constant b) similarity transformation is
x1 = x˜1 + b(x˜1 − 1) (57)
x2 = x˜2 (58)
k1 = (1− b)k˜1 (59)
k2 = (1 + b)k˜2 (60)
k3 = k˜3 − bk˜2. (61)
Thus the similarity transformation λ may be written as
λ(x˜) =
x˜1 + b(x˜1 − 1)
x˜2
 . (62)
The nonidentity transformation (62) implies that system
(52)-(56) is unidentifiable and this is consistent with the
findings of [13].
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4.3 Example 3
The last example is a simple linear model that is known
to be locally identifiable [14]. The example is of a phar-
macokinetic model with a systemic compartment x1 and
a gut compartment xg. This model describes the blood
concentration of a pharmaceutical after an oral dose.
The defining equations of this system are given by
x˙1 =−k10x1 + kaxg (63)
x˙g =−kaxg (64)
y =Cx1 (65)
x1(0) = 0 (66)
xg(0) = 1. (67)
Here C is the reciprocal of volume and is included in
this way in order to write the differential equations in
polynomial form.
The augmented differential equations are thus
inputequation1=‘‘D[x1[t],t]+k10[t]*x1[t]
-ka[t]*xg[t]’’
inputequation2=‘‘D[xg[t],t]+ka[t]*xg[t]’’
inputequation3=‘‘D[k10[t],t]’’
inputequation4=‘‘D[ka[t],t]’’
inputequation5=‘‘D[y[t],t]
+C[t]*(k10[t]*x1[t]-ka[t]*xg[t])’’
inputequation6=‘‘D[C[t],t]’’
with unknown parameter vector p = (k10, ka, C)>.
The model is linear and so it is sufficient to consider
linear transformations. The symmetry package deduces
that symmetries of the system up to first order polyno-
mial form are:
xse1=a10 - b45*t + a14*k10 + a15*ka + a17*C
eta1=(b56 - b67)*x1
eta2=(b56 - b67)*xg
eta3=b45*k10
eta4=b45*ka
eta5=b50 + b60*x1 + b54*k10 + b55*ka + b56*y + b57*C
eta6=b60 + b67*C
for constants a10, a14, a15, a17, b45, b50, b54, b55, b56,
b57, b60, b67. The conditions are that the pertubation
on time, xse1, must be zero, the pertubation on the ob-
servation (eta5) must be zero and the initial conditions
must be preserved. It can be seen that there are no non-
trivial transformations. Thus it can be deduced that λ
is the identity and the model is locally identifiable.
5 Conclusions and Discussion
A method for generating similarity transformation maps
using symmetries that generate Lie algebras has been
presented. The method has been proved to be equivalent
to an existing structural identifiability analysis method.
Further to this, three examples of structural identifiabil-
ity analysis using this symmetry approach have shown
the method to agree with previously published results.
The method has some potential advantages over exist-
ing methods. One advantage of the method is that maps
of a polynomial form are considered, making the anal-
ysis easier to solve using symbolic computational tools.
A second advantage is that classes of models (for ex-
ample nonlinear state space models) might be classified
by the Lie algebras that act upon the observation in a
trivial manner. A further advantage to the approach is
that it gives a relationship between indistinguishable pa-
rameters. Finally, Lie symmetries are defined for PDEs
and hence structural identifiability analysis could be ex-
tended and performed on such systems with a suitable
definition of the observation on such systems. This would
be the first attempt at defining and tackling such prob-
lems for PDE systems. The method may therefore allow
the generalisation of structural identifiability analysis to
a much larger class of models.
Though the method as presented only considers poly-
nomial form perturbations this is general enough for in-
finitesimal perturbations. However, only local identifia-
bility can be ascertained. A new class of point symme-
tries would have to be considered in order to analyse the
structural global identifiability of a system of differential
equations using this approach. Another disadvantage of
the method presented is that there is no upper bound
on the order of the polynomials that have to be consid-
ered. Thus a system that has no trivial action of a given
polynomial order on the observation may not be locally
identifiable because a higher order nontrivial map may
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exist. Crude upper bounds exist for the Taylor series ap-
proach [2]. However, the Taylor series and other simi-
larity transform based approaches can have difficulties
where solutions of the defining equations become com-
putationally intractable. The method presented above
provides another approach to the analysis that might be
more easy to solve for certain model structures.
The Lie symmetry method has been shown to be imple-
mentable in Mathematica. This means that the com-
putational burden can be handled by a computer and
so it is not necessary to perform the analysis by hand.
Given the formulation of the method as presented in this
paper, it should be possible to implement the method in
other symbolic computation software.
The method and analysis presented here suggests that
the use of Lie symmetries for structural identifiability
analysis could provide a tool for analysing a large class
of nonlinear differential equation models.
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